Psychology's replication police prove to be shameless little bullies:
psychol.cam.ac.uk/cece/blog  (corrected link)

9:49 AM - 24 May 2014
@JPdeRuiter for example, everyone understands that sentence except you.

@DanTGilbert Oh, I understand that sentence. It means "the fact that my results can't get replicated doesn't mean I don't have cool results"

@DanTGilbert "the replication police"... Dan, come on, you're at Harvard. You made it! Why are you so insecure?

@patricia_dugan I really have had it up to here with bullies of all ages.

@JPdeRuiter What do you mean exactly by "never did anything"? And also, replication is not bullying. It's core science. And you know that.

@DanTGilbert if you were worth talking to, I'd follow you. I don't.

@JPdeRuiter Maybe the supervisors of those nice young people should have warned them that one p < .05 is not sufficient for fame & glory.

@TimSmits stereotyping replication as police and bullies will not help curing research from decades of Fisher p value abuse

@LorneJCampbell bullying of nice folks who thought they measured neutrinos going faster than speed of light: nature.com/news/neutrinos...

@TimSmitsTim the fact that you can read Schnall's blog post and not see what's wrong IS what's wrong.
JP de Ruiter @JPdeRuiter · May 24
@DanTGilbert If I'm not worth talking to, Dan, then why are you talking to me?

Tim Smits @TimSmitsTim · May 24
@DanTGilbert you're psychic? Why do you think I don't see what's wrong?
Does not mean science as we've done it is right.

JP de Ruiter @JPdeRuiter · May 24
@LorneJCampbell @DanTGilbert Dan T. Gilbert is a hero. He defends young scientists against being embarrassed by replication of their work.

JP de Ruiter @JPdeRuiter · May 24
@DanTGilbert So, you think the people desiring replication of social priming a) haven't accomplished anything and b) are assholes?

Nick Brown @sTeamTraen · May 24
@JPdeRuiter He has a TV series. You don't. Ergo, he is much cleverer than you. It's the law.